A method for representing an MRT for an IM is disclosed. The method includes setting, in an Instant Messaging Application Server (IM-AS), an MRT representing rule of the IM for a user; when the IM-AS receives an IM from the user, the IM-AS determines, according to the MRT representing rule of the IM, whether an MRT is to be represented for a receiver of the IM, selects an MRT to be represented from MRT resources of the user when the MRT needs to be represented, and sends address information of the MRT to be represented in a Resource Server (RS) along with the IM to the IM receiver; and the IM receiver downloads the MRT from the RS according to the address information and represents the MRT. The disclosure also provides a system for implementing the above method. The disclosure meets a personalized demand for representing an MRT when a user sends an IM.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR
REPRESENTING MULTIMEDIA RING TONE
FOR IM

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to a technique for representing a Multimedia Ring Tone (MRT) for an Instant Message (IM), and in particular to a method and system for representing an MRT for an IM.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With the development of the communication technology, various types of message services have emerged to meet the communication requirements of users. The message services include a Short Message Service (SMS), a Multimedia Message Service (MMS) and an IM service. Among the message services above, the IM service is initially applied to the internet field and then gradually extended to the telecommunication field; as operators construct their networks and capabilities of the mobile terminals are enhanced, the IM service has become an important means for communication between users; and users’ demand for the IM service also leads to a rapid development of the IM service.

[0003] On the other hand, in an IM session, after a calling user calls a called user and before the called user answers the call, the terminal of the called user represents the MRT resources obtained from the network to the called user. The MRT resources may include images, texts, videos, audios and other resources preset by the calling user, or the combination thereof. At present, the MRT service is mainly used for enabling a called user to experience, before the call is formally established, personalized MRT resources set by the calling user.

[0004] Meanwhile, a user, when sending an IM to his/her receiver, may wish to represent some personalized MRT resources set by himself/herself, such as texts, images or his/her vCard, to the message receiver, especially when the first message among message interactions performed during a period of time is sent. In addition, the user may set different resources to be represented according to different moments, the emotions of the user and different IM receivers, such that good service experiences may be brought to the user.

[0005] Unfortunately, currently, the MRT service has not been applied to the IM domain. The above service demands have not been developed, and no technical solution for representing an MRT service to an IM receiver has been proposed yet.

SUMMARY

[0006] In view of the above, the main purpose of the disclosure is to provide a method and system for representing an MRT for an IM, which is capable of representing the set MRT to a receiver of the IM in a mode set by a user.

[0007] In order to achieve the purpose above, the technical solution of the disclosure is implemented by a method for representing an MRT for an IM. In the method, an MRT representing rule of the IM for a user is set in an Instant Messaging Application Server (IM-AS); when the IM-AS receives an IM from the user, the IM-AS determines, according to the MRT representing rule of the IM, whether an MRT needs to be represented to a receiver of the IM, selects an MRT to be represented from MRT resources of the user when the MRT needs to be represented, and sends address information of the MRT to be represented in a Resource Server (RS) along with the IM to the IM receiver; and the IM receiver downloads the MRT from the RS according to the address information of the MRT resources and represents the MRT. 

[0008] Preferably, the MRT representing rule of the IM may include: setting an object table for representing MRTs, and when the IM receiver belongs to objects in the object table, representing the MRT to the IM receiver; or, representing the MRT to all IM receivers of the user.

[0009] Preferably, the MRT resources may include at least one of audio files, video files, text files, images and vCards.

[0010] Preferably, the MRT representing rule of the IM may include: when the MRT resources of the user contain two or more MRTs, selecting an MRT to be represented to the IM receiver in a cycle order in which the MRT resources are stored; or, when the MRT resources of the user contain two or more MRTs, selecting an MRT to be represented to the IM receiver in the MRT resources in a random order.

[0011] Preferably, the MRT resources may contain the MRTs uploaded to an MRT Server (MRTS) by the user, or, the MRT resources may contain the MRTs selected by the user from the MRT resources provided by the MRTS; or, the MRT resources may contain the MRTs uploaded to the MRTS by the user and the MRTs selected from the MRT resources provided by the MRTS.

[0012] The technical solution of the disclosure is also implemented by a system for representing an MRT for an IM. The system includes a setting unit configured to set in an IM-AS an MRT representing rule for the IM for a user; a receiving unit configured to receive a first receiving unit located in the IM-AS and configured to receive the IM from the user; a determining unit located in the IM-AS and configured to determine, according to the MRT representing rule of the IM, whether an MRT is to be represented to a receiver of the IM, and trigger a selecting unit when the MRT needs to be represented; a selecting unit located in the IM-AS and configured to select an MRT to be represented from the MRT resources of the user; a sending unit located in the IM-AS and configured to send address information of the MRT to be represented in an RS along with the IM to the IM receiver; a receiving unit located in the IM receiver and configured to receive the address information of the MRT to be represented and the IM; and an MRT representing unit located in the IM receiver and configured to download the MRT from the RS according to the address information of the MRT resources and to represent the MRT.

[0013] Preferably, the MRT representing rule of the IM set by the setting unit may include: setting an object table for representing MRTs, and when the IM receiver belongs to objects in the object table, representing the MRT to the IM receiver; or, representing the MRT to all IM receivers of the user.

[0014] Preferably, the MRT resources may include at least one of audio files, video files, text files, images and vCards.

[0015] Preferably, the MRT representing rule set by the setting unit may include: when the MRT resources of the user contain two or more MRTs, selecting an MRT to be represented to the IM receiver in a cycle order in which the MRT resources are stored; or, when the MRT resources of the user contain two or more MRTs, selecting an MRT to be represented to the IM receiver in the MRT resources in a random order.

[0016] Preferably, the MRT resources may contain the MRTs uploaded to an MRT Server (MRTS) by the user; or, the MRT resources may contain the MRTs selected by the user...
from the MRT resources provided by the MRTs; or, the MRT resources may contain the MRTs uploaded to the MRTs by the user and the MRTs selected from the MRT resources provided by the MRTs.

[0017] In the disclosure, an MRT representing rule of an IM is set in an IM-AS for a user and the MRT resources of the user are stored in an RS; when the IM-AS determines to represent an MRT to a receiver of the IM, the IM and the address information of the determined MRT to be represented in the RS are sent to the IM receiver; the user terminal of the IM receiver downloads the corresponding MRT from the RS according to the address information of the MRT and represents the MRT to the IM receiver. The disclosure provides a good service experience to the IM user.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] FIG. 1 shows a flowchart of Embodiment 1 of the method for representing the MRT for an IM according to the disclosure;
[0019] FIG. 2 shows a flowchart of Embodiment 2 of the method for representing the MRT for an IM according to the disclosure;
[0020] FIG. 3 shows a structural diagram of the system for representing the MRT for an IM according to the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0021] The principle of the disclosure lies in that: through setting, in an Instant Messaging Application Server (IM-AS), an MRT representing rule of the IM for a user and storing the MRT resources of the user in an RS, when the IM-AS determines to is represent an MRT to a receiver of the IM, the IM and the address information of the determined MRT to be represented in the RS are sent to the IM receiver; the user terminal of the IM receiver downloads the corresponding MRT from the RS according to the address information of the MRT and represents the MRT to the IM receiver. The disclosure provides a good service experience to the IM user.

[0022] The disclosure will further be described in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings to clarify the purpose, technical solutions and advantages of the disclosure.

[0023] In the technical solution of the disclosure, the equipment or server involved in MRT representing mainly may include an IM-AS, an MRTs, an RS, User Equipment (UE) of IM sender and receiver, and may further include some necessary equipment such as an access network or a core network for signaling and media bearing, wherein the IM sender UE is a UE used by the IM sender; the user transmits an IM through this UE, wherein the IM receiver UE is a UE used by the IM receiver, the user receives an IM through this UE, then the IM receiver UE downloads a corresponding MRT from the RS according to the address information of the MRT when receiving the IM and the address information of the MRT to be represented, and represents the MRT to the IM receiver; the IM-AS is the core equipment for implementing the IM service of the disclosure and is used for forwarding the IM between the IM users; the MRTs is used for storing the setup information of the MRT resources of the IM user (such as the specific identifier information of the MRT resources of the user, the number of the MRTs of the user, the attributes of the MRT and so on) and is used for implementing the IM service having MRT function together with the IM-AS; in the disclosure, the MRTs also can be integrated with the IM-AS into an equipment; the RS is used for storing the specific MRT resources of the IM user, receiving the download request of the IM UE and providing the download service of the MRT resource.

[0024] In the system provided by the disclosure for implementing the IM service having MRT function, the MRT resources customized by the IM sender is stored in advance into an RS which supports an MRT download capability and is accessible by the IM receiver UE; when a user transmits an IM, the IM-AS transmits the storage address of the MRT resources customized by the sender to the IM receiver UE, then the IM is receiver UE downloads the MRT resources customized by the IM sender from the RS, and represents the MRT resources customized by the IM sender to the receiver user when message arrival information is needed to be prompted to the receiver terminal.

[0025] Before the MRT represent method according to the disclosure is implemented, it is necessary for the IM sender user to set the preferred MRT resources and the representation rules thereof in the IM-AS/MRTs, wherein the MRT resources may include the resources type, the specific resource content and the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) of the resources. The MRT resources may include at least one of audio files, video files, text files, images and vCards. The MRT representing rules of IM includes: setting an object table for representing MRTs, and when the IM receiver belongs to objects in the object table, representing the MRT to the IM receiver; or, representing the MRT to all IM receivers. The MRT representing rules of the IM further includes: when the MRT resources of the IM sender user contain two or more MRTs, selecting an MRT to be represented to the IM receiver in a cycle order in which the MRT resources are stored; or, when the MRT resources of the IM sender user contain two or more MRTs, selecting an MRT to be represented to the IM receiver in an order which is in the MRT resources in a random order. The MRT resources of the IM sender user are stored in the RS; the MRT resources contain the MRT uploaded to the MRTs by the IM sender user; or, the MRT resources contain the MRT selected by a user from the MRT resources provided by the MRTs; or, the MRT resources contain the MRT uploaded to the MRTs by the user and the MRT selected from the MRT resources provided by the MRTs.

[0026] The disclosure is based on the existing IM service specifications, there is no need to expend the interactive message format and field and deployment can be performed quickly without influencing the interaction between IM services. Moreover, the disclosure can bring to users good service experiences. The essence of the technical solution of the disclosure is illustrated below in detail by way of specific examples.

[0027] FIG. 1 shows a flowchart of Embodiment 1 of the method for representing the MRT for an IM according to the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 1, in the embodiment, an IM user sends an IM in a Page mode and sends the message by using the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) MESSAGE mode; the message size in this mode does not exceed 1300 bytes. The method for representing the MRT for the IM in the embodiment may include the following steps.

[0028] Step 101: the IM sender UE transmits an SIP MESSAGE message to the IM-AS/MRTs, wherein the message contains the IM that the user expects to transmit. is When the IM-AS and the MRTs are set in the messaging system separately, the IM is directly sent to the IM-AS. Information exchange may be performed between IM-ASs. The IM-ASs
may inquire the MRT representing rule set by the IM sender user and the set information of the MRT resources in the MRTS.

[0029] Step 102: the IM-AS/MRTS transmits a response message 200 OK of the MESSAGE to the IM sender UE. The IM-AS/MRTS confirms to the IM sender UE that it has received the IM sent from the IM sender UE.

[0030] Step 103: the IM-AS/MRTS inquires the MRT representing rules set by the user and adds a Call-Info field into the MESSAGE message, wherein the field contains the information of the MRT resources.

[0031] Subsequently, the IM receiver downloads the corresponding MRT according to the MRT information in the message and represents the MRT to the IM receiver.

[0032] In the disclosure, the types of the MRT resources may be image, text or vCard designed by the user. The Call-Info field is required to contain the address information of the MRT resources in the RS, such as the URI information, and the resource type is marked in the purpose parameter, wherein the icon denotes the image resources usable as the sender icon, the info denotes the description information of the sender, the card denotes the vCard information of the sender. The resource information contained in the IM sent once may be one of the three types above or the combinations thereof. For example, the following Call-Info field includes two types of MRT resources which are the image and the description information of the IM sender.

[0034] Subsequently, the IM-AS/MRTS only needs to represent the MRT to the IM receiver according to the MRT representing rule set by the IM sender. The specific MRT representing rule, which has been described in the foregoing part of the embodiment, will be omitted here. The MRT representing rule in the technical solution of the disclosure can fully meet the personalized requirement of the IM sender and well guarantee the service experience of the IM sender. Moreover, a good corresponding experience may be provided to the IM receiver.

[0035] Step 104: the IM-AS/MRTS sends to the IM receiver UE the MESSAGE message in which a Call-Info field is added.

[0036] Step 105: the IM receiver UE returns a response message 200 OK of the MESSAGE to confirm that it has received the IM forwarded by the IM-AS/MRTS.

[0037] Step 106: the IM receiver UE saves the message content and the MRT resource information contained in the received MESSAGE.

[0038] Step 107: the IM receiver UE extracts the address information of the MRT from the MRT resource information, such as the URL, and requests to download the MRT resources from the corresponding RS according to the address information of the MRT.

[0039] Step 108: the RS sends the MRT resources to the IM receiver UE.

[0040] Here, when the IM receiver UE supports an internet service, in step 107 and step 108, MRT resources can be downloaded by using the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) mode.

[0041] Step 109: after downloading the corresponding MRT, the IM receiver UE prompts to the user that it has received a new IM, and then represents the MRT resources according to the MRT type; or displays the received IM after the IM receiver user responds to the MRT.

[0042] FIG. 2 shows a flowchart of Embodiment 2 of the method for representing the MRT for the IM according to the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 2, in the embodiment, the IM user sends an IM in a session mode; before the IM is sent, a session has to be established; after the session is established, the message is transferred by using the Message Session Relay Protocol (MSRP), which is applicable for big message (exceeding 1300 bytes) or file transmission. The method for representing the MRT for the IM in the embodiment may include the following steps.

[0043] Step 201: an IM sender UE sends an SIP INVITE request to the IM-AS/MRTS to perform an MSRP media negotiation for the message transmission. When the IM-AS and the MRTS are set in the messaging system separately, the SIP INVITE request is directly sent to the IM-AS. Information exchange may be performed between IM-ASs. The IM-ASs may inquire the MRT representing rule set by the IM sender user and the set information of the MRT resources in the MRTS.

[0044] Step 202: the IM-AS/MRTS inquires the MRT resources set by the IM sender user, adds a Call-Info field into the INVITE message, wherein the field contains the information of the MRT resources.

[0045] The types of the MRT resources may be image, text or vCard designed by the user. The Call-Info field is required to contain the address information of the MRT resources in the RS, such as the URI information, and the resource type is marked in the purpose parameter, wherein the icon denotes the image resources usable as the sender icon, the info denotes the description information of the sender, the card denotes the vCard information of the sender. The resource information contained in the IM sent once may be one of the three types above or the combinations thereof. For example, the following Call-Info field includes two types of MRT resources which are the image and the description information of the IM sender.


[0047] In step 202, the IM-AS/MRTS only needs to represent the MRT to the IM receiver according to the MRT representing rule set by the IM sender. The specific MRT representing rule, which has been described in the foregoing part of the embodiment, will be omitted here. The MRT representing rule in the technical solution of the disclosure can fully meet the personalized requirement of the IM sender and well guarantee the service experience of the IM sender. Moreover, a good corresponding experience may be provided to the IM receiver.

[0048] Step 203: the IM-AS/MRTS sends an INVITE message in which a Call-Info field is added to the IM receiver UE.

[0049] Step 204: the IM receiver UE saves the MRT resource information contained in the received INVITE message.

[0050] Step 205: the IM receiver UE returns a 200 OK message of the INVITE; and the MSRP negotiation between the IM-AS/MRTS and the receiver UE is completed.

[0051] Step 206: the IM-AS/MRTS sends an ACK message to the IM receiver UE.

[0052] Step 207: the IM-AS/MRTS establishes a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) link with the IM receiver UE.
[0053] Step 208: the IM-AS/MRTS returns the 200 OK message of the INVITE to the IM sender UE; the MSRP negotiation between the IM-AS/MRTS and the IM sender UE is completed.

[0054] Step 209: the IM sender UE returns an ACK message to the IM-AS/MRTS.

[0055] Step 210: the IM sender UE establishes a TCP link with the IM-AS/MRTS.

[0056] Step 211: the IM sender UE sends the generated IM to the IM-AS/MRTS through an MSRP SEND message.

[0057] Step 212: the IM-AS/MRTS sends an IM to the IM receiver UE through an MSRP SEND message.

[0058] Step 213: the IM receiver UE returns an MSRP 200 OK response to the IM-AS/MRTS.

[0059] Step 214: the IM-AS/MRTS sends the MSRP 200 OK response to the IM sender UE.

[0060] Step 215: the IM sender UE sends an SIP BYE message to the IM-AS/MRTS to end the session.

[0061] Step 216: the IM-AS/MRTS forwards the SIP BYE message to the IM receiver UE to end the session.

[0062] Step 217: the IM receiver UE sends an SIP 200 OK (BYE) to the IM-AS/MRTS.

[0063] Step 218: the IM-AS/MRTS sends the SIP 200 OK (BYE) to the IM sender UE.

[0064] Step 219: the IM receiver UE extracts the address information of the MRT resource, such as the URI of the MRT, and requests to download the MRT resources from the RS according to the address information of the MRT.

[0065] Step 220: the RS sends the MRT resources to the receiver UE.

[0066] In the embodiment, step 219 and step 205 can be executed concurrently.

[0067] Step 221: after downloading the MRT, the IM receiver UE prompts to the user that it has received a new IM, and requests the MRT resources according to the MRT type, or requests the received IM while representing the MRT, or requests the received IM after the IM receiver user responds to the MRT.

[0068] FIG. 3 shows a structural diagram of the system for representing the MRT for the IM according to the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 3, the system for representing the MRT for the IM according to the disclosure includes: a setting unit 30, a first receiving unit 31, a determining unit 32, a selecting unit 33, a sending unit 34, a second receiving unit 35, and a MRT representing unit 36, wherein the setting unit 30 is configured to set in an IM-AS an MRT representing rule of the IM for a user; the first receiving unit 31 is located in the IM-AS and is configured to receive an IM from the IM sender user; the determining unit 32 is located in the IM-AS and is configured to determine, according to the MRT representing rule of the IM, whether an MRT is to be represented for the IM receiver, and to trigger the selecting unit 33 when the MRT needs to be represented; the selecting unit 33 is located in the IM-AS and is configured to select an MRT to be represented from the MRT resources of the user; the sending unit 34 is located in the IM-AS and is configured to send address information of the MRT to be represented in an RS along with the IM to the IM receiver; the second receiving unit 35 is located in the IM receiver and is configured to receive the address information of the MRT to be represented and the IM; the MRT representing unit 36 is located in the IM receiver and is configured to download the MRT from the RS according to the address information of the MRT resources and represent the MRT. The MRT representing rule of the IM set by the setting unit 30 may include: setting an object table for representing MRTs, and when the IM receiver belongs to objects in the object table, representing the MRT to the IM receiver; or, representing the MRT to all IM receivers of the user. The MRT resources may include at least one of audio files, video files, text files, images and vCards. The MRT representing rule set by the setting unit may include: when the MRT resources of the user contain two or more MRTs, selecting an MRT to be represented to the IM receiver in a cycle order in which the MRT resources are stored; or, when the MRT resources of the user contain two or more MRTs, selecting an MRT to be represented to the IM receiver in the MRT resources in a random order. The MRT resources contain the MRTs uploaded to the MRT MRTS by the user; or, the MRT resources contain the MRT selected by the user from the MRT resources provided by the MRTS; or, the MRT resources contain the MRT uploaded to the MRTS by the user and the MRT selected from the MRT resources provided by the MRTS.

[0070] As the skilled in the art will appreciate, the system for representing the MRT for the IM as shown in FIG. 3 is arranged to implement the aforementioned method for representing the MRT for the IM. The functions of the processing units as shown in the figure can be understood with reference to relevant descriptions of the aforementioned method. The functions of the processing units in the system as shown in FIG. 3 can be implemented through either programs running on a processor or specific logic circuits.

[0071] The above are only the preferable embodiments of the disclosure and are not intended to limit the scope of the disclosure.

1. A method for representing a Multimedia Ring Tone (MRT) for an Instant Message (IM), comprising:
setting for a user, in an Instant Message Application Server (IM-AS), an MRT representing rule of the IM;
when the IM-AS receives the IM from the user, and determines, according to the MRT representing rule of the IM, that an MRT needs to be represented to a receiver of the IM, selecting, by the IM-AS, an MRT to be represented from MRT resources of the user, and sending, by the IM-AS, address information of the MRT to be represented in a Resource Server (RS) along with the IM to the IM receiver; and downloading, by the IM receiver, the MRT from the RS according to the address information of the MRT resources; and representing, by the IM receiver, the MRT.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the MRT representing rule of the IM comprises:
setting an object table for representing MRTs, and when the IM receiver belongs to objects in the object table, representing the MRT to the IM receiver; or representing the MRT to all IM receivers of the user.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the MRT resources comprise at least one of audio files, video files, text files, images and vCards.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the MRT representing rule of the IM comprises:
when the MRT resources of the user contain two or more MRTs, selecting an MRT to be represented to the IM receiver in a cycle order in which the MRT resources are stored; or
when the MRT resources of the user contain two or more MRTs, selecting an MRT to be represented to the IM receiver in the MRT resources in a random order.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the MRT resources contain MRTs uploaded to an MRT Server (MRTS) by the user; or
   the MRT resources contain MRTs selected by the user from the MRT resources provided by the MRTS; or
   the MRT resources contain the MRTs uploaded to the MRTS by the user and the MRTs selected from the MRT resources provided by the MRTS.

6. A system for representing a Multimedia Ring Tone (MRT) for an Instant Message (IM), comprising: a setting unit, a first receiving unit, a determining unit, a selecting unit, a sending unit, a second receiving unit and an MRT representing unit, wherein
   the setting unit is configured to set for a user, in an Instant Message Application Server (IM-AS), an MRT representing rule of the IM;
   the first receiving unit is located in the IM-AS and is configured to receive the IM from the user;
   the determining unit is located in the IM-AS and is configured to trigger the selecting unit when determining according to the MRT representing rule of the IM that the MRT needs to be represented;
   the selecting unit is located in the IM-AS and is configured to select an MRT to be represented from the MRT resources of the user;
   the sending unit is located in the IM-AS and is configured to send address information of the MRT to be represented in an Resource Server (RS) along with the IM to an IM receiver;
   the second receiving unit is located in the IM receiver and is configured to receive the address information of the MRT to be represented and the IM;
   the MRT representing unit is located in the IM receiver and is configured to download the MRT from the RS according to the address information of the MRT resources and to represent the MRT.

7. The system according to claim 6, wherein the MRT representing rule of the IM set by the setting unit comprises:
   setting an object table for representing MRTs, and when the IM receiver belongs to objects in the object table, representing the MRT to the IM receiver; or representing the MRT to all IM receivers of the user.

8. The system according to claim 6, wherein the MRT resources comprise at least one of audio files, video files, text files, images and vCards.

9. The system according to claim 8, wherein the MRT representing rule set by the setting unit comprises:
   when the MRT resources of the user contain two or more MRTs, selecting an MRT to be represented to the IM receiver in a cycle order in which the MRT resources are stored; or
   when the MRT resources of the user contain two or more MRTs, selecting an MRT to be represented to the IM receiver in the MRT resources in a random order.

10. The system according to claim 6, wherein the MRT resources contain MRTs uploaded to an MRT Server (MRTS) by the user; or
    the MRT resources contain MRTs selected by the user from the MRT resources provided by the MRTS; or
    the MRT resources contain the MRTs uploaded to the MRTS by the user and the MRTs selected from the MRT resources provided by the MRTS.

11. The method according to claim 2, wherein the MRT resources comprise at least one of audio files, video files, text files, images and vCards.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein the MRT representing rule of the IM comprises:
    when the MRT resources of the user contain two or more MRTs, selecting an MRT to be represented to the IM receiver in a cycle order in which the MRT resources are stored; or
    when the MRT resources of the user contain two or more MRTs, selecting an MRT to be represented to the IM receiver in the MRT resources in a random order.

13. The system according to claim 7, wherein the MRT resources comprise at least one of audio files, video files, text files, images and vCards.

14. The system according to claim 13, wherein the MRT representing rule set by the setting unit comprises:
    when the MRT resources of the user contain two or more MRTs, selecting an MRT to be represented to the IM receiver in a cycle order in which the MRT resources are stored; or
    when the MRT resources of the user contain two or more MRTs, selecting an MRT to be represented to the IM receiver in the MRT resources in a random order.

* * * * *